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1. Look at this series: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, ...What number should come next?
a. 11
b. 12
c. 13
d. 14
2. Look at this series: 80, 10, 70, 15, 60, . . . What number should come next?
a. 20
b. 25
c. 30
d. 50
3. 2 8 14 20 26 32 38
a. 2 46
b. 44 50
c. 42 48
d. 40 42
e. 32 26
4. 75 65 85 55 45 85 35
a. 25 15
b. 25 85
c. 35 25
d. 85 35
e. 25 75
5. QPO NML KJI _____ EDC
a. HGF
b. CAB
c. JKL
d. GHI
6. FAG GAF HAI IAH ____
a. JAK
b. HAL
c. HAK
d. JAI
7. Which word does NOT belong with the others?
a. leopard
b. cougar
c. elephant
d. lion
8. Which word does NOT belong with the others?
a. book
b. index
c. glossary
d. chapter
9. antique
a. rarity
b. artifact
c. aged
d. prehistoric
10. sustenance
a. nourishment
b. water
c. grains
d. menu
11. merge cells option can be applied from
a. format cells dialog box alignment tab
b. formatting toolbar
c. both of above
d. none of above
12. pre-made sheet formats like simple, classic, accounting, colorful etc. can be applied from
a. from format >> cells
b. from format >> autoformat
c. from table >> autoformat
d. all of above
13. which of the following format you can decide to apply or not in autoformat dialog box?
a. number format
b. border format
c. font format
d. all of above
14. how can you remove borders applied in cells?
a. choose none on border tab of format cells
b. open the list on border tool in formatting toolbar then choose first tool (no border)
c. both of above
d. none of above
15. where can you set the shedding color for a range of cells in excel?
a. choose required color form patterns tab of format cells dialog box
b. choose required color on fill color tool in formatting toolbar

c. choose required color on fill color tool in drawing toolbar
d. all of above
16. You can set page border in excel from
a. from border tab in format cells dialog box
b. from border tool in formatting toolbar
c. from line style tool in drawing toolbar
d. you can not set page border in excel
17. When all the numbers between 0 and 100 in a range should be displayed in red color, apply
a. use =if() function to format the required numbers red
b. apply conditional formatting command on format menu
c. select the cells that contain number between 0 and 100 then click red color on text color
tool
d. all of above
18. You can check the conditions against __________ when applying conditional formatting
a. cell value
b. formula
c. both of above
d. none of above
19. Which of the following is not true regarding conditional formatting?
a. you can add more than one condition to check
b. you can set condition to look for bold and apply italics on them.
c. you can apply font, border and pattern formats that meets the specified conditions
d. you can delete any condition from conditional formatting dialog box if it is not required
20. Which of the following is invalid statement?
a. sheet tabs can be colored
b. some picture can be applied as a background of a sheet
c. you can set the column width automatically fit the amount of text
d. the width of a row and be specified manually or fit automatically

